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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The first of the LHCC Installation Reviews of ATLAS took place on 24-25 September 2002.
The Review Committee addressed the projected schedules and milestones, the required
resources to carry-out the installation as well as identifying any potential risks for the
installation. In particular, the Committee was charged with reviewing the following issues:
details of the planned activities and work packages, origin of the resources, both in terms of
money and manpower, critical path items, assessment of risks, survey and alignment and
safety.

Membership of the Review Committee:

Chairman: R. Cashmore, CERN Director for Collider Programmes

Representatives from the LHCC: W. Bartel, A. Ceccucci, J. Dainton, B. Lohr, T. Taylor,
K. Tokushuku, K. Potter (rapporteur)

Representatives from the Technical Sector: P. Ciriani, A. Scaramelli
External Reviewers: R. Kephart, P. Lazeyras

CERN Technical Director: J. May
LHCC Chairman and Secretary: M. Calvetti, E. Tsesmelis
EP Division: D. Schlatter
TIS Division : W. Weingarten

The Review Committee congratulated ATLAS on their excellent presentation of the
formidable challenge, which is the installation of the ATLAS detector at Point 1 of the LHC.
The Committee greatly appreciated the work put into the preparation of this review by the
ATLAS Technical Coordination and were impressed by the professional approach to finding
solutions and the advanced nature of many sub-detectors. The detailed explanations of the
sequencing of each phase, together with the resources needed and critical issues were very
helpful. The Review Committee felt that the ATLAS Technical Coordination is now a well
organised team with clear lines of responsibility and a convincing methodology.

The ATLAS detector is so large and complex that many of its systems will be assembled for
the first time in the underground cavern. This has arisen largely from considerations of cost
together with the very nature of the ATLAS design. The final result is a long installation
period, in difficult circumstances, with many sequential operations, where the intrinsic risks
of all sorts will be high. The ATLAS Technical Coordination is clearly aware of the
magnitude of the task and is doing everything it can to mitigate the risks, but the Review
Committee felt obliged to formally draw the attention of the CERN management to the
significant risk of delays represented by the installation of the ATLAS detector. There is a
very large amount of carefully planned and executed work required to ensure that ATLAS
have a working detector in time for first collisions in the LHC. The sequential nature of much
of the work means that delays will be propagated through the whole installation and there is a
real risk of ATLAS not being ready for first beam in April 2007.

The absence of a sufficiently large surface hall to pre-assemble the barrel toroid magnet or
even a significant fraction of the muon detector leads to a very complicated sequential
assembly in the UX15 cavern. The barrel toroid itself is a potential showstopper of the whole
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process, at every stage until it is completed. Throughout the installation it will be essential to
find the correct sharing between the heavy handling operations to introduce and assemble the
very large and heavy components with meticulous testing to ensure that each sub-system is
working before moving on to the next. In this context the Review Committee was surprised
that the installations of USA15, services, cryogenics, electronic racks etc., which will be of
vital importance throughout the installation to allow testing to proceed rapidly and in due
time, were not more integrated into the presentations.

The Review Committee was shown the excellent progress in the construction of the
experimental area both on the surface and underground. The planned delivery dates are now
expected to be held and the area will be available to ATLAS in the spring of next year. They
were also impressed by the progress on the toroidal magnets and calorimeters both of which
are in the process of being assembled in other halls at CERN.

In general, the installation has been well thought out and all normal costs seem to have been
covered. However, the only apparent contingency results from the fact that the present
schedule uses mainly single shift working and a five day working week, while multi-shifts
would be possible. The Review Committee wish to draw attention to the fact that not only
will multi-shift working give rise to significant cost over-runs but that it will also conflict
with the over all installation philosophy, which appears to require testing and control by
teams of physicists working in a second shift throughout most of the installation period. In
addition many of the foreseen teams will be severely under staffed if they have to sustain
multi-shift working over significant periods.

The Technical Coordination team has made visible progress towards a viable installation plan
in recent months and the Review Committee was convinced that their approach is sound. The
detailed schedule ‘ATLAS Installation Schedule Version 6.0’ is an impressive document. The
sharing of resources throughout the ATLAS collaboration appears to be working well and
there is a good team spirit. In general CERN management confirmed that the expected
resources are available, but a CERN-wide review of transport resources is now urgent. The
dispersion of the sub-assemblies of ATLAS over the CERN site makes the dependence on all
kinds of transport particularly acute.

The Committee was pleased to hear that safety considerations are an intrinsic part of all
discussions and the assignment of priority to the safety of personnel is correct. Nonetheless,
they wish to support the concerns of the CERN safety services during the assembly stage
including an analysis of the seismic risks. It is also recommended that emergency exit
procedures are very carefully worked out for the various underground phases, taking
into account any maximum presence figures which may be imposed by the CERN safety
authorities. The Review Committee also supports the request for INB guidance and
recommends CERN to organize a dedicated unit to deal with INB matters in a common
central manner for all the LHC experiments, as well as the machine.

2. COMMENTS ON THE ATLAS INSTALLATION CONCEPT

The ATLAS installation schedule appears to be optimistic. On the other hand the schedule
shown to the Committee aims to complete the installation phase and be ready to start global
commissioning in August 2006. If achieved this would leave adequate time before first beam
on 1 April 2007. However, significant delays in this schedule would impact the readiness of
the detector for first beam. It was noted that the integration of the data acquisition system
including the detailed installation of the ATLAS control room has not yet been worked out.

Communication with the CERN support services in the technical sector and other divisions
appear to be generally good and expectations realistic. The Review Committee recommends
the continued application of the ‘work package’ approach and took note that the
installation and operation of the numerous cryogenic systems of ATLAS requires a very
detailed and complete understanding with the relevant CERN cryogenic support group
LHC/ECR. As regards all cost sharing it is strongly recommended that the work package
scheme is refined and agreed with the relevant groups in as much detail as possible.
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ATLAS depends heavily on both conventional and special transport of material between
CERN sites. This transport according to the unavoidable ‘just in time’ delivery to Point 1 is a
potential source of delays and the Review Committee recommend an in-depth analysis not
only by ATLAS, but including all relevant CERN users to ensure that the services
available will be able to satisfy user requests. It should be noted that the only way to avoid
difficulties arising from lack of shared resources at CERN will be to have an excellent
medium term plan with a maximum of information transmitted to the relevant service in good
time. Any unforeseen requests will be very hard for overstretched services to handle and
delays will be inevitable.

The analysis of the manpower needed during the various stages of the ATLAS installation
programme was greatly appreciated. Nonetheless several reviewers felt that the estimated
number of crane drivers and riggers was too low for the large number of cranes to be kept in
almost continuous use over considerable periods. All surface to underground lowering
operations require a minimum crew of three, hence with parallel operations such as installing
underground and unloading on the surface a crew of seven will often be inadequate. At peak
periods the underestimation could be as much as a factor of two. The fact that this has to be
maintained over a three year period with significant two shift operation must also be taken
into account when determining the cost. There was also a general feeling amongst the Review
Committee that the use of cranes is probably underestimated as it was not at all clear that all
the extra items of support equipment such as tooling and scaffolding have been included.

The detailed description of the cabling and service connections into the ATLAS inner
detectors was appreciated and the work on database management and routing appears to be
correct. The approach to the installation of the cables was discussed in depth and is a cause
for considerable concern, however. The Review Committee felt that more pragmatism is
needed and that it is too late to be still discussing whether to mount cable connectors in-situ
or pre-mount them. In the particular case of ATLAS there will often be insufficient time to
mount connectors in the underground cavern and the fastest possible installation of cables will
already be in major conflict with other installation work. The consequence is that the cable
plan must incorporate adequate storage place for excess cable lengths. The Committee also
felt that urgent decisions are needed to define a policy on spares, the reliability of connectors,
and the influence of uncertain cable lengths on timing during commissioning. All this in
addition to the announced problems associated with packing factors and the attempts being
made to pass too many mixed services through very small passages. The Review Committee
wish to draw particular attention to these problems, in view of the importance of the continual
checking and testing of newly installed sub-detectors. It was suggested that cabling might be
better treated from the start as a second shift activity.

Quality assurance during installation and change control need to be taken very seriously
and it should not be forgotten that the installation period is a particularly dangerous time for
detectors. The ATLAS technical coordination confirmed that the analysis of seismic risks for
incomplete configurations will be continued. Proper monitoring and environmental control,
including a prototype safety system must be in place ahead of the arrival of expensive
detectors. Safety training and monitoring for personnel must also exist, together with all
emergency escape plans and facilities. Escape from inside the detector as well as the UX15
and USA15 caverns must be included. Where-ever it is impossible to meet normal evacuation
requirements, special measures to mitigate the risks must be found. The number of people in
the underground caverns may have to be limited for a number of safety reasons in particular
evacuation possibilities and also to avoid personnel working under crane loads. Considerable
doubt was expressed as to whether the latter had been correctly taken into account.

3. COMMENTS SPECIFIC TO INSTALLATION PHASES

3.1 PHASE I Infrastructure

Starting at the date of delivery of the UX15 cavern, 15 April 2003, which is now confidently
expected to be met by civil engineering, this phase includes the installation of all the
infrastructure by end of November 2003. This includes the heavy cranes and metallic
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structures in the UX cavern, but the Committee was surprised that the USA cavern
infrastructure was not more integrated into this work and recommends that a detailed
installation plan should be developed for USA15, covering all phases, together with the
control system and DAQ schedule. The status report on the work in the surface halls and in
the USA cavern that have already started was noted.

During this first phase most of the work is ‘sub-contracted’ to the CERN technical sector and
the sharing of responsibilities and costs appears to be well respected. There is a substantial
LHC Areas contribution in this stage in addition to ATLAS common funds and the CERN
ATLAS infrastructure funds.

The relatively long time allocated to this phase was judged as adequate by the Review
Committee, but attention is drawn to the importance of good safety organisation
throughout this period involving mainly industrial partners. It should also be regarded as an
important learning phase for the newly created ATLAS Site Management (ASM) team.

3.2 Phase II Barrel Toroid & Barrel Calorimeter

The installation of the eight coils of the barrel toroid marks the beginning of the installation of
the ATLAS detector and this will be the first time that a substantial team from collaboration
institutes will be working in UX15. All safety measures must be in place. This installation
requires some very careful heavy handling procedures and the proposed ‘test run’ with a spare
cryostat casing is fully supported by the Committee. With no spares the greatest care is
required. The tooling, access and support structures presented need further detailing, but
should be adequate. A more detailed analysis of the introduction into UX15 and the mounting
of coils number 7 and 8 should be made as soon as possible. The crane drivers and riggers
have a particularly difficult task during this phase and every effort must be made to ensure
that an adequate team is available throughout. The estimated numbers were already in this
phase judged to be rather low.

The installation of the barrel calorimeter should be relatively straight forward, but as
mentioned above the difficulties of working in the cavern while lowering heavy loads must be
carefully considered. The insertion of the last module will be the most critical and to ensure
that it is achieved without delays, very good quality control will be required throughout.

Following the completion of the barrel toroid and initial cool-down it was understood that
only a functional test is planned. In view of the importance to the whole project the Review
Committee recommends that the magnet should be taken to the highest possible current
during this testing period and the testing should be as complete as possible. No risks due to
exceptional forces must be taken, but if a fault can be found, it may be possible to fix it,
where later it will become extremely difficult or impossible.

3.3 Phase III Barrel Muons and Endcap Calorimeters

The pre-assembly of the endcap calorimeters in building 185 is fully endorsed by the Review
Committee. The saving in underground installation time will be enormous if every care is
taken to preserve all aspects during preassembly and there is sufficient quality control during
the final installation. As suggested the training of the installation team will also be very
beneficial. The Review Committee was pleased to note that the delivery of LAr end-cap A is
now respecting the four month float.

The mechanical installation of the barrel muon chambers will be a long task requiring
considerable transport services, a maximum use of cranes and a dedicated team at all times.
The Review Committee consider that the estimated time is low and the need for two shift
working is more than likely. This makes the estimated number of riggers very marginal and
risks to increase transport costs. A more detailed installation procedure, including a study
of the amount of special tooling for the installation of the very numerous and diverse
chambers is required.

During this phase the amount of parallel working and hence the number of personnel in the
UX15 cavern is a considerable concern. Several other major safety issues must be taken into
account, including working at height and in the proximity of crane loads. The installation of
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services, to allow adequate testing, in addition to those for the Inner Detector, dictate
urgent work on the over all ATLAS cabling plan.

The Committee would have liked to hear a justification of the solenoid field mapping, more
details of how it will be performed and who will be responsible.

3.4 Phase IV Big wheel Muon Detector & Inner Detector

There is still a considerable amount of work to do on the installation planning for the “Big
Wheel” muon chambers. The design is not yet complete and hence the tooling requirements
are unclear. Although the place where they will be pre-assembled at CERN is not yet known,
the need for transport is likely to be considerable. Pre-assembly on the surface will not only
greatly facilitate final installation, but also allow the resources for the final installation
including crane usage to be more clearly evaluated.

The integration of the Inner Detector in the SR1 building of Point 1 should make its
mechanical installation underground relatively straight forward. The rather complete testing
which will be possible in SR1 should also remove many of the potential risks and greatly
reduce the need for testing underground. The problems will still be mainly with the
installation of services. The packing factors for cables need close attention and more
work is needed on the cooling system. It was noted that the full approval of TIS for the
leak tightness and disposal of environmentally unfriendly coolants is required and as a result
of previous difficult experiences the Committee expressed concerns over condensation risks
on cooling pipes or the detector envelope.

A decision on the installation of the pixel detector before or after the pilot run is clearly
needed in good time.

3.5 PHASE V: Small wheel Muon Detector & End-cap Toroids

The transport and installation of the end-cap toroids from building 181 to the UX15 cavern
will be a spectacular operation. It appears to have been well studied and the Committee were
impressed with the new installation procedure which avoids removing the roof of SX1 and
appears to be very cost effective. Once the transport contractor, together with details of the
route to be followed and exact procedures are known a very thorough risk analysis and
mitigation scheme must be worked out.

The potentially late delivery of the cold mass of end-cap A is a cause for concern, but the
complete assembly and thorough testing in building 191 should make the mechanical
installation into what will by then be an extremely crowded cavern fairly straightforward. The
connection of services is more of a concern, together with the testing and first move to the
garage position.

3.6 PHASE VI: Beam Vacuum, Access and Forward Shielding

With all detectors in place the completion of the beam pipe followed by the installation of the
forward shielding constitute the final closing of the ATLAS detector. The subsequent opening
and access procedures for maintenance purposes were described in some detail. The Review
Committee feel that there are still many outstanding issues for this stage including the
more detailed design of access tooling and equipment. The present ideas are still little
more than conceptual and very many details remain to be worked out. A thorough safety
hearing on the many concerns for the safety of personnel during this final stage, as well as
following first beam is clearly needed.

The interference of personnel access and service trays was noted and both should be worked
on in a coordinated manner. With the detector complete every handling operation will become
very delicate and create considerable risk. Lack of space will be a major pre-occupation
particularly during the construction of the manner special structures which will be needed to
provide access to electronics and detectors.

The authorisation of access to highly specialised and trained personnel only will be essential
in several different circumstances, particularly with the magnets powered. The Committee felt
that a special study of what it would be realistic to do in the presence of the magnetic field
will be essential.
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A very effective configuration control for all opening and closing operations will be needed to
avoid damage to detectors. The elimination of any loose ferromagnetic material at all times
must be a particular concern.

4. CONCLUSION

The Review Committee was impressed by the amount of work which has already gone into
the installation plan of the ATLAS experiment, but also has to draw attention to the fact that
the installation will be long and difficult and a great deal of work remains to be done.

The major concerns of the Review Committee are given below. It is hoped that they will
allow the LHCC to follow up outstanding issues and to monitor future progress. It is
recommended that the following issues should be addressed in greater detail:

•  detector services and cabling,

•  quality assurance and change control,

•  integration of services and work in USA15 into the general planning,

•  early installation of monitoring and control systems,

•  integration of the commissioning of each sub-detector, even if this is done during
second and third shifts,

•  the ‘work package’ approach, including for cryogenic installation and operation,

•  availability of transport and handling resources,

•  occupancy of high risk areas, maximum numbers underground, safety and evacuation
procedures,

•  the final stages of the barrel toroid assembly when space is limited,

•  the ‘functional test’ of the barrel toroid as soon as assembled underground,

•  the use of cranes,

•  the solenoid field mapping,

•  the installation and associated tooling for all muon chambers,

•  inner detector services, including the high current conductors, cooling and gas pipes,

•  installation of the end-cap toroids,

•  safe, low risk access, for maintenance of the fully installed detector.

The over all planning has very few contingencies and this will make the handling of any
delays, including possible sub-detector construction-delays, very difficult. The introduction of
multi-shift working can be used to cope with some delays, but will often require additional
resources and reorganisation of the funding. Introducing second shift working may also clash
with the installation of services and the commissioning of detectors. As far as it was possible
to determine the present funding arrangements are commensurate with the plan as described.

The Technical Coordination was judged to have this difficult task well in hand, but there is a
considerable risk of schedule delays and an extraordinary effort is still required to ensure that
ATLAS has a working detector ready for first collisions in April 2007.


